Keep Indiana’s economic
drivers, driving.
Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) and
Indiana Corn Marketing Council
(ICMC) are statewide checkoff
organizations that serve Indiana
soybean and corn farmers.
The Indiana soybean and corn
checkoffs support research,
promotion and educational
programs to increase demand
and expand markets to, ultimately,
increase the value of soybeans
and corn — benefitting Indiana’s
soybean and corn farmers.
Since 2009, ISA and ICMC have
invested checkoff dollars in
research of Indiana’s rural
infrastructure including roads
and bridges.
Indiana’s corn and soybean farmers
depend on the infrastructure of our
state to get their grain from farm to
field and field to market — and
ultimately to your dinner table.
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Seed gets delivered to the
farm for the farmer to plant.
That seed gets planted and grows
into big bushels of economic
benefit for the community, the
county and the state.
Our farmers move from
field to field to harvest this
economic impact.
At harvest, these beans
and kernels are collected
and delivered to an elevator,
a biofuel processor, a
livestock farm or a food
processor.
Whether it is feed for an
Indiana pig, fuel for an
Indiana car or sweetener for
an Indiana iced tea — these
beans and kernels are
moving far and wide.

Now, what do all
of these things have
in common? Two things:
a farmer to make it
happen, and a road to
connect the dots.

In Indiana, there are 19,089 public bridges

over 20 feet long

68%
9%

of Indiana’s bridges* are
local, meaning they are
operated and maintained
by county officials
of all Indiana bridges¹ need
significant rehabilitation
or replacement

+ 23% need repair

Bridge closure

=
Detours
=
Profit loss

What’s the

Plan?

Indiana’s rural roads and bridges
are critical to Indiana’s quality of
life and the health of our economy.

Our rural roads and bridges are in need of
significant upgrades and repairs in order to
meet today’s needs. But, this isn’t just a
rural concern, it’s an undeniable one, for
all of Indiana.

Doing more today for our rural
roads and bridges is important
for bridging our bottom line
and preserving Indiana’s
legacy for future generations.

Because, if our drivers — community services, farmers and commuters alike — can’t drive,
then our state's economy can't continue driving forward either.
And that can affect our quality of life today, tomorrow and for years to come. We’re building
a bridge to our future, and impacting the lives of everyone who calls Indiana home.

Learn more at UpVestIndiana.com

*Only bridges that are 20 feet or longer are included in this total, based on regulations specified by the Federal Highway Administration.
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